Library Activities for the month of July
A Report
“The greatest thing Harry Potter has given the world, is the freedom to use our imagination” –
Oprah Winfrey.
Senior: The Senior Library of DPS, Vasant Kunj, in honour of the author's 53rd birthday organised a
celebration of the same. The rotating board outside the library was designed accordingly. Various
famous quotes from the books were displayed on the board followed by a planned list of activities for
the event, " Pottermania". The following activities were planned for Classes X-XII: Harry Potter quiz,
Spells crossword, Word Search and Fakebook profile for Harry Potter characters.

Middle: The Middle School Library organized a reading programme for Classes VI to IX in the
Library. The DEAR programme( Drop everything And Read) was conceived to instil reading habits
among students and motivate them to dedicate a regular time slot from their routine for reading.
Students of VI & VII undertook the READ ALOUD ACTIVITY in the Library. Students read aloud the
story- MALGUDI SCHOOL DAYS. Students of classes VIII & IX took keen interest in the MY BOOK
REPORT ACTIVITY, wherein they wrote about their favourite book and drew illustrations.

Junior: Class II, was introduced to the Library Rules. The students were explained the 'meaning' of
'issue' and 'return' of books. All the students were issued books during the month of July' 2018. The
term 'Encyclopaedia' was discussed in some sections and encyclopaedias were given to the children to

read. For class III, 'Storytelling' sessions were conducted in all the sections. The children were asked
to read the story aloud and the 'Moral' of the story was discussed. All the students of class IV
attempted an 'Activity Sheet' of ' Puzzling Words' in the Library. The children learnt the terms used in
the library. Students of class V attempted a Crossword puzzle 'The Business of Books' in the Library.

